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Abstract
The Piris Natural Orbital Functional (PNOF) based on a new approach for the two-electron
cumulant is considered for the case of high-spin restricted open-shell systems. The theory is applied
to the calculation of molecular energies, dipole moments, vertical ionization potentials (IP) and
electron a¢ nities (EA) of 10 open-shell molecules. Vertical values of IP and EA have been used
to evaluate the hardness. It has been observed that the results obtained using the PNOF method
are comparable with the corresponding results obtained using CCSD(T) in case of energies and
dipole moments. Best agreement between theory and experiment is achieved by PNOF for EA and
hardness values. The calculated PNOF values for the mentioned properties are in good agreement
with the available experimental data considering the basis sets used (6-31++G**).
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I. INTRODUCTION
The natural orbital functional theory (NOFT) based methods for determining ground
states energies and molecular properties are currently receiving a great deal of attention [1]
- [35]. The idea appeared some decades ago [36] - [46]: the energy functional is expressed
in terms of the natural orbitals and their occupation numbers. A great advantage is that
the kinetic energy is explicitly dened and the NOFT does not have therefore to invoke
the concept of a ctitious noninteracting particle system. Moreover, NOFT incorporates
fractional occupation numbers in a natural way, which may provide a correct description of
both dynamical and nondynamical correlation.
Recently, Piris has obtained a new natural orbital functional (NOF) [33]. An explicit
form for the cumulant [47, 48] of the two-particle reduced density matrix (2-RDM) in terms
of two symmetric matrices,  and , was proposed. The suggested form of these matrices
(as functions of the natural occupation numbers) produces a NOF that reduces to the exact
expression for the total energy in two-electron systems [6, 49]. One can generalize it to the
N-electron systems, except for the o¤-diagonal elements of. Alternatively, the mean value
theorem and the partial sum rule for matrix provide a prescription for deriving a practical
NOF.
Considering real orbitals, the Piris natural orbital functional (PNOF) depends only on
the Coulomb and exchange integrals, and thus can be refer to the so-called JK-only ap-
proximation [21]. It has been shown that several proposed JK-only functionals cannot be
derived from the N-representable ansatz for the 2-RDM [20]. We must note that despite
being of the JK-only type, the PNOF can be derived in principle from a N-representable
ansatz for the 2-RDM and it recovers a reasonable fraction of the total correlation energy
at the equilibrium geometries [33]. In addition, the PNOF can be improved by providing a
better approximation for the mean value Ji of the Coulomb interactions.
The progress in closed-shell correlation calculations by means of NOFT stimulated our
attempt to nd whether the same level of success may also be achieved with open-shell
systems. The rst application of the NOFT to open-shell molecular systems was presented
in Ref. [27]. Recently, an open-shell formulation of the GU functional considering spin-
dependent occupation numbers was applied to the rst-row atoms [31]. This approach
conserves the z component, but not the total spin. The aim of this paper is to extend
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the PNOF for open-shell cases. The functional is tested in calculations of total energies,
dipole moments, ionization potentials, electron a¢ nities and hardness for a selected set of
open-shell molecules.
II. THEORY
The electronic energy E for N-electron systems is an exactly and explicitly known func-
tional of the 1- and 2-RDMs, denoted hereafter as   and D respectively,
E =
X
ik
hik ki +
X
ijkl
< ijjkl > Dkl;ij (1)
hik denote the one-electron matrix elements of the core-Hamiltonian, and < ijjkl > are
the two-electron matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction. The spin-orbitals fi (x)g
constitute a complete orthonormal set of single-particle functions. x  (r; s) is a composite
space-spin coordinate for a single electron.
The N-electron Hamiltonian bH commonly used in electronic calculations does not in-
clude spin operators hence both operators bSz and bS2 commute with bH. Consequently, the
eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian are also eigenfunctions of these two spin operators. In
particular, according to Löwdins expressions [50], we haveDbSzE = Z dx1 bSz  (x1jx1) =MS (2)
DbS2E =  N (N   4)
4
+
Z
dx1dx2D (r1s1; r2s2jr1s2; r2s1) = S (S + 1) (3)
where MS and S are the spin quantum numbers describing the z component and the total
spin of an N-electron eigenstate. A state with total spin S has multiplicity (2S + 1). The
1- and 2-RDMs can be obtained in the coordinate-space representation via the expansion
theorem:
  (x01jx1) =
X
ik
 ki

k (x
0
1)i (x1) (4)
D (x01;x
0
2jx1;x2) =
X
ijkl
Dkl;ij

k (x
0
1)

l (x
0
2)i (x1)j (x2) (5)
The 1-RDM can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation of the spin-orbitals fi (x)g
with the eigenvectors being the natural spin-orbitals and the eigenvalues fnig representing
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the occupation numbers of the latter,
 ki = niki;   (x
0
1jx1) =
X
i
ni

i (x
0
1)i (x1) (6)
Restriction of the occupation numbers fnig to the range 0  ni  1 represents a necessary
and su¢ cient condition for N-representability of the 1-RDM [51]. In the following, all
representations used are assumed to refer to this basis.
The spin-orbital set fi (x)g may be split into two subsets:

'p (r) (s)
	
and
'p (r)  (s)
	
. Given a set of 2R spin-orbitals fiji = 1; :::; 2Rg, we have two sets of R
orthonormal spatial functions,

'p (r)
	
and

'p (r)
	
, such that in general the rst set is
not orthogonal to the second one. Nevertheless, the original set
2p 1 (x) = 'p (r) (s) ; p = 1; :::; R
2p (x) = '

p (r)  (s) ; p = 1; :::; R (7)
continues being orthonormal via the orthogonality of the spin functionsZ
ds (s)  (s) =
Z
ds (s) (s) = 0 (8)
For bSz eigenstates, only density matrix blocks that conserve the number of each spin type
are nonvanishing. It is easily seen that two components of the 1-RDM, namely,   (r01jr1)
and   (r01jr1), must vanish. One obtains
  (x01jx1) =   (r01jr1) (s01) (s1) +   (r01jr1)  (s01)  (s1) (9)
From Eq. (2), considering the normalization condition for the 1-RDM, it then follows
that DbSzE = Z dr1
2

  (r1jr1)    (r1jr1)

=
N  N
2
=MS (10)
where N is the number of electrons with  spin.
The 2-RDM has generally 16 spin blocks. As a result of the requirement ms(1)+ms(2) =
ms(1
0) + ms(20) for bSz eigenstates, only 6 spin components are non-zero. Expanding the
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2-RDM by spin components, we have
D (x01;x
0
2jx1;x2) = D; (r01; r02jr1; r2) (s01) (s02) (s1) (s2)
+D; (r01; r
0
2jr1; r2) (s01)  (s02) (s1)  (s2)
+D; (r01; r
0
2jr1; r2)  (s01) (s02)  (s1) (s2)
+D; (r01; r
0
2jr1; r2) (s01)  (s02)  (s1) (s2)
+D; (r01; r
0
2jr1; r2)  (s01) (s02) (s1)  (s2)
+D; (r01; r
0
2jr1; r2)  (s01)  (s02)  (s1)  (s2) (11)
In fact only three of these components are independent, for example,
D; (r01; r
0
2jr1; r2) =  D; (r01; r02jr2; r1) (12)
We may take the independent components to be D;, D;, D;. The parallel-
spin components must be antisymmetric, but D; possess no special symmetry. From
Eqs. (3) and (11), taking into account the orthonormality conditions for each spin type, one
obtains DbS2E =  N (N   4)
4
+
X
pq
 
D;pq;pq + D
;
pq;pq
  2X
pqrt
D;pq;rt S

pt S

qr (13)
where S
0
pt =


'p j'0t

is the overlap matrix.
We consider situations in which a molecule may be spin-polarized. One way of approach
is to apply the spin unrestricted formalism where spin-orbitals have di¤erent spatial orbitals
for di¤erent spins. However, this procedure can introduce important spin contamination
e¤ects through the last term of Eq. (13) since the overlap matrix Spt 6= pt. These e¤ects
can be avoided by the use of spin restricted theory. In this case only a single set of orbitals
is used for  and  spins
'p (r) = '

p (r) = 'p (r) (14)
The orthonormality requirement (Spt = pt) leads to the expectation value of the total
spin DbS2E =  N (N   4)
4
+
X
pq
 
D;pq;pq + D
;
pq;pq   2D;pq;qp

(15)
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By combining Eq. (1) with Eqs. (9) and (11), one arrives at the energy expression,
E =
X
p
 
np + n

p

hpp
+
X
pqrt

D;pq;rt +D
;
pq;rt +D
;
qp;tr +D
;
pq;rt

hrtjpqi (16)
We must note that the two non-zero blocks D;pq;rt and D
;
pq;rt do not contribute to
Eq. (16) since the corresponding two-electron matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction
vanish.
We briey describe here the reconstruction functional used for the 2-RDM. A more de-
tailed description can be found in Ref. [33]. The 2-RDM elements are
D;pq;rt =
npn

q
2
(prqt   ptqr) + ;pq;rt (17)
D;pq;rt =
npn

q
2
prqt + 
;
pq;rt (18)
where  is the cumulant matrix. It can be easily shown from the contraction relations for
the 2-RDM blocks, that spin components of the cumulant matrix fulll the following sum
rules:
2
X
q
;pq;rq = n

p
 
np   1

pr (19)X
q
;pq;rq = 0 (20)
Using Eqs. (17) and (18), the energy Eq. (16) reads as
E =
X
p
 
np + n

p

hpp +
1
2
X
pq
 
nq + n

q
  
np + n

p

Jpq
  1
2
X
pq
 
nq n

p + n

qn

p

Kpq +
X
pqrt
epq;rt hrtjpqi (21)
where Jpq = hpqjpqi and Kpq = hpqjqpi are the usual Coulomb and exchange integrals,
respectively. epq;rt denotes the spinless cumulant matrix,
epq;rt = ;pq;rt + ;pq;rt + ;qp;tr + ;pq;rt (22)
Taking into account the sum rule (19), the expectation value of bS2 is likewise obtained
from Eq. (15), DbS2E = N +N
2
+
 
N  N2
4
 
X
p
npn

p   2
X
pq
;pq;qp (23)
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We have the following spin structure for the cumulant matrix,
;pq;rt =  
pq
2
(prqt   ptqr) (24)
;pq;rt =  
pq
2
prqt +
pt
2
pqrt (25)
The sum rule (19) and the approximate ansatz (24) imply the constraintX
q
0pq = n

p
 
1  np

(26)
where the prime indicates that the q = p term is omitted. Analogously, one obtains using
Eqs. (20) and (25) the following sum ruleX
q
pq = 

pp (27)
By combining Eq. (21) with Eqs. (24) and (25), one arrives at the energy expression
E =
X
p
 
np + n

p

hpp +
1
2
X
pq
h 
nq + n

q
  
np + n

p
  epqi Jpq
  1
2
X
pq
 
nq n

p + n

qn

p
   pq +pq Kpq +X
pr
pr Lrp (28)
where epq denotes the spinless  matrix,
epq = pq +pq +pq +pq (29)
The new integral Lrp = hrrjppi arises from the correlation between particles with opposite
spins and may be called the exchange and time-inversion integral [52].
Similarly, combining Eq. (23) with Eqs. (24), (25) and (26) one arrives at the average
total spin
DbS2E = N +N
2
+
 
N  N2
4
+
X
p
 
pp   npnp
 X
p
pp (30)
According to Ref. [33], the diagonal elements of matrix  are

0
pp = n

pn
0
p (31)
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and matrix  is dened in terms of a new Hermitian matrix :
pr = n

pn

r  pr   pr (32)
where
pr = f(1  pr) [1  2 (0:5  nr)  (0:5  np)]  prg
q
npn

r (33)
where  (x) is the unit step function also known as the Heaviside function.
Combining sum rule (27) with Eqs. (31) - (33) results inX
q
0pq =
q
npn

p

1 
q
npn

p

(34)
The spatial orbitals f'p (r)g can be divided into two categories. Namely, those which are
double occupied with two electrons of opposite spin (np = n

p = np), called closed shells (cl),
and singly occupied (ni or n

i ), called open shells (op). All electron spins corresponding to
the closed shell part are paired and thus they are coupled as a pure singlet. By the help of
the following result [last term in Eq. (30)]
X
p
pp =  
X
p
pp =
X
p
q
npn

p =
clX
p
np =
Ncl
2
(35)
it is easily to calculate [see Eqs. (10) and (30)] the expectation values for spin operators bSz
and bS2, in particular,DbSzE = opX
p
np   np
2
=
Nop  Nop
2
(36)
DbS2E = Nop
2

Nop
2
+ 1

+
Nop
2
 
Nop
2
+ 1
!
  1
2
NopN

op (37)
The states corresponding to 2-RDM given by Eq. (11) are not in general eigenfunctions
of bS2, except the state of maximum multiplicity in which all open-shell spins are parallel
coupled to a resultant S = Nop=2 (N

op = 0) or S = N

op=2 (N

op = 0). There are however
appropriate linear combinations of two-electron spin functions {(2)n (s01; s
0
2js1; s2)} which are
simultaneously eigenfunctions of bSz and bS2, and yield a correct spin decomposition of the
2-RDM [53],
2D (x01;x
0
2jx1;x2) =
6X
n=1
2Dn (r01; r
0
2jr1; r2)(2)n (s01; s02js1; s2) (38)
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The formidable task here is to nd suitable approximations for 2-RDM spin-components
{2Dn}.
Let us focus on high-spin cases only, such as doublet, triplet, quartet ... spins for one, two,
three ... unpaired electrons outside the closed shells. Accordingly, singly occupied orbitals
will always have the same spin (Nop = 0 or N

op = 0) so the trace of the 1-RDM becomes
2
clX
p
np +
opX
p
np = Ncl +Nop = N (39)
In fact, the value of Nop is determined by the conservation of the spin, so we have two
constraints
1
2
opX
p
np =
1
2
Nop = S (40)
2
clX
p
np = Ncl = N   2S (41)
where S is the quantum number describing the total spin of the N-electron high-spin coupled
multiplet state.
We assume further that the occupation number of the open shell p is always one (np = 1).
This assumption is trivial for a doublet, but it is more restrictive for higher multiplet with
a corresponding underestimation of the energy. It should be reminded that matrix elements
of  are nonvanishing only if all its labels refer to partially occupied natural orbitals [48]
therefore  = 0 and  = 0 if we consider a cumulant made up of at least one open-shell
level. Since  and  refer only to closed shells, we consider them spin-independent. The
sum rules (19) and (34) become
clX
q
0pq = np (1  np) (42)
and the energy expression (28) for such a system is
E =
clX
p
(2hpp + Jpp)np + 2
clX
pq
0 (nqnp  pq) Jpq  
clX
pq
0pqKpq
+
clX
p
opX
q
np (2Jpq  Kpq) +
opX
p
hpp +
1
2
opX
pq
(Jpq  Kpq) (43)
where we have considered real orbitals (Lpq = Kpq).
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In order to obtain a practical functional, we adopt now the same approach introduced in
Ref. [33] for the energy term containing , that is, we rewrite it as
clX
pq
0pqJpq =
clX
p
Jp
clX
q
0pq =
clX
p
Jpnp (1  np) (44)
where Jp denotes the mean value of the Coulomb interactions Jpq for a given orbital p
taking over all orbitals q 6= p. Here, the property shown in Eq. (42) was used. Inserting this
expression into Eq. (43), one obtains
E =
clX
p
 
2nphpp + n
2
pJpp

+
clX
pq
0 (2nqnpJpq   pqKpq) +
clX
p
np (1  np)
 
Jpp   2Jp

+
clX
p
opX
q
np (2Jpq  Kpq) +
opX
p
hpp +
1
2
opX
pq
(Jpq  Kpq) (45)
A further simplication is accomplished by setting Jp  Jpp=2, which produces
E =
clX
p
 
2nphpp + n
2
pJpp

+
clX
pq
0 (2nqnpJpq   pqKpq)
+
clX
p
opX
q
np (2Jpq  Kpq) +
opX
p
hpp +
1
2
opX
pq
(Jpq  Kpq) (46)
Unfortunately, this NOF gives a wrong description of the occupation numbers for the
lowest occupied orbitals. In order to ensure that these occupation numbers only are close
to unity a new term is added to the functional form (33) of matrix , namely,
pq =  nppq + (1  pq) [1  2 (0:5  nq)  (0:5  np)]pnqnp
+ (1  pq)  (nq   0:5)  (np   0:5)
q
(1  nq) (1  np) (47)
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Applying the well-known procedure of taking Molecular Orbitals as Linear Combination
of Atomic Orbitals (MO-LCAO), Eq. (46) becomes a functional of the natural orbital
coe¢ cients fCpg and the occupation numbers fnpg. One has to minimize the energy both
with respect to fCpg and fnpg, subject to the constraints:
1. The N-representability condition of the one-matrix (0  np  1).
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2. The constant number of particles 2
clP
p
np = N   2S.
3. The orthonormality condition CyS C = I (S is the overlap matrix).
Computationally speaking, NOFT in its current form is very demanding therefore, we
have chosen a medium-size basis set (6-31++G** [54]) for the calculations. For all the
open shell species, whether neutral or ionic, ROHF calculations have been performed. We
have compared our results with those obtained using the coupled cluster technique includ-
ing all single and double excitations and a perturbational estimate of the connected triple
excitations (CCSD(T)) and with the available experimental data. In case of open shell
species, unrestricted CCSD(T) calculations were performed, but the spin contaminations
[ hS2i = hS2i S(S+1)] were smaller than 10 4 except for BO molecule ( hS2i = 0:0014).
A. Total Energy
Table I lists the values obtained for the total energies of selected open-shell molecules,
employing the experimental geometries [55]. For comparison, we have included into this
Table the total energies calculated at the CCSD(T) level. The CCSD(T) calculations were
performed with the Gaussian 94 system of programs [56], with the keyword 5D.
[ TABLE I ]
A survey of this Table reveals that PNOF tends to yield energies which are slightly
high when compared to those determined by CCSD(T) mainly for small molecules. This
result may be due to our hypothesis of taking always one the occupation of open shells.
Accordingly, the cumulant vanishes if we consider an orbital belonging to the open-shell set
and thus an underestimation of the correlation energy for open-shell systems is expected. On
the contrary, the PNOF energies are in better agreement with CCSD(T) results for molecules
with a larger number of electrons (e.g. MgH, PH, SH, SiH3). It should be noted that the
PNOF for closed-shell keeps giving a slightly larger portion of the correlation energy as the
number of electron increases, whereas the percentage of the correlation energy obtained by
CCSD(T) decreases [33].
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B. Dipole Moment
The dipole moments () obtained using HF, CCSD(T) and PNOF methods are presented
in Table II. The correlated dipole moments tend to be lower compared to HF : According
to Table II, the calculated dipole moments show this trend. An exception is noticed in the
case of CH2, where the CCSD(T) dipole moment is predicted to be higher than the HF
value.
[ TABLE II ]
The dipole moments obtained with the correlated methods are in good agreement with
the available experimental data considering the basis sets (6-31++G**) used for these calcu-
lations. The performance of PNOF to predict dipole moments is similar to CCSD(T). The
quantitative comparison shows an acceptable agreement for the PNOF values with mean
absolute di¤erences from CCSD(T) of 8.6 %.
C. Ionization Potential
The vertical ionization potential (VIP) can be calculated by the energy di¤erence for
positive ions (M+) and neutral molecules (M0) : E(M+) E(M0): These total energies were
evaluated using HF (SCF), CCSD(T) (CCSD(T)) and PNOF (PNOF) methods at the
near-experimental geometries of M0 given in Ref. [55]. In table III, we have collected the
VIPs for the set of selected molecules.
[ TABLE III ]
We expect that the 6-31++G** basis set is adequate for predicting VIPs as conrmed
by the reasonable agreement observed between CCSD(T) values and the experimental
data. The calculated VIPs by PNOF are, on the whole, in acceptable agreement with the
corresponding experimental VIPs.
For BeH, BO, CH2; MgH, NH, PH and SiH3, the PNOF VIP values are systematically
smaller than the HF, CCSD(T) and experimental VIPs. We must recall that according
to our model the occupations of open shells are always entire. Consequently, there is an
increasing underestimation of the total energy via PNOF with the augment of the total spin
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for open-shell systems. Note that for these species the total spin of the neutral molecule is
greater than the cation total spin (SN > SC). The underestimation of the total energy is
for open-shell neutral molecules larger than for cations and therefore the PNOF VIPs are
underestimated too.
On the contrary, the PNOF VIP values for NH2, OH and SH, with the molecule total
spin lesser than the cation total spin (SN < SC), follow the expected trend: increase in
moving from SCF to CCSD(T), and then from CCSD(T) to PNOF. In this case
the experimental VIPs are slightly overestimated. The PNOF and CCSD(T) methods show
mean absolute di¤erences from experiment of 6.00 % and 2.97 % , respectively.
D. Electron A¢ nity
The vertical electron a¢ nity (VEA) can be also calculated by the energy di¤erence for
neutral molecules (M0) and negative ions (M ): E(M0)  E(M ) at the near-experimental
geometries of M0. The calculated VEAs are expected to be much more sensitive to the basis
set than the corresponding VIPs.
[ TABLE IV ]
Table IV lists the obtained VEAs for the selected molecules. As can be seen, generally
all electron a¢ nities predicted by SCF are negative, indicating a more stable neutral
system with respect to the anion. The inclusion of correlation via CCSD(T) and PNOF
approximates them to the available adiabatic experimental VEAs, accordingly with the
expected trend. Looking at the VEA values, PNOF performs better than CCSD(T). The
VEAs tend to increase in moving from CCSD(T) to PNOF and then from PNOF to
the experiment. It should be noted that NH anion is predicted to be unbound by CCSD(T),
whereas the positive VEA value via PNOF corresponds to bound anionic state.
For BO, NH2, PH, and SH, the PNOF VEAs are larger than the experimental values.
This trend is also due to the expected underestimation of the correlation energy for open-
shell states. Note that for this set of molecules the neutral molecule total spin is greater
than the anion total spin (SN > SA). The underestimation of the total energy is for neutral
molecules larger than for anions and therefore the PNOF VEAs are overestimated.
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The PNOF and CCSD(T) VEA values show mean absolute errors with respect to the
experiment of 32 % and 98 %, respectively. Comparison with experimental results show
that the PNOF VEAs are quite better than those predicted by the CCSD(T) method within
the 6-31++G** basis set.
E. Hardness
The Hardness () has been shown to be very important in the elucidation and inter-
pretation of chemical reactivity. This quantity measures a chemical speciesresistance to
charge transfer. Calculation of  requires the accurate evaluation of the systems ionization
energy and electron a¢ nity. The nite-di¤erence approximation [58], [59] for hardness is
the formula
 =
IP  EA
2
(48)
A large number of papers have been published in this eld using several theoretical
methods (SCF, DFT, MBPT), but only very few calculations have so far been reported on
open-shell molecules [60] - [62]. To our knowledge, this is the rst report of hardness via
NOFT.
Table V lists the obtained hardness for HF, CCSD(T) and PNOF methods. Since such
values are di¢ cult to obtain experimentally, calculated vertical values and experimental
adiabatic values are generally employed for comparison [61]. The experimental  values
were obtained with the Eq. (48) from the adiabatic experimental IPs and EAs given in Ref.
[55]. Kar et al. [61] found that the electron correlation decreases the vertical and adiabatic
 for open-shell systems. We observe that correlated hardness values follow in general the
expected trend.
[ TABLE V ]
Let us now compare the calculated and experimental hardness sequence. It can be seen
form Table V that PNOF is capable of reproducing quite good the experimental sequence:
NH > OH > BO > NH2 > CH2 > PH > SH > BeH > SiH3. In case of PNOF sequence: NH
> OH > NH2 > CH2 > BO > SH > BeH > PH > SiH3, both BO and PH are at the wrong
place (smaller ) . In latter molecules, the PNOF values of VEA are overestimated and the
PNOF values of VIP are underestimated. Therefore, we obtain underestimated values for
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: In case of CH2, NH and SiH3, the PNOF  values are also underestimated. However,
in these molecules the underestimation of PNOF  values is less pronounced and therefore
these  values follow the same experimental ordering.
Referring to the CCSD(T) results the hardness sequence is considerably less well de-
scribed: (NH > CH2 > NH2 > OH > BO > PH > SiH3 > BeH > SH). The PNOF method
performs better, compared to experiment, than the CCSD(T) method. The PNOF and
CCSD(T) VEA values show mean absolute di¤erences with respect to the experiment of
7.00 % and 9.10 %, respectively.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The main importance of this work is to make evident the good performance of the PNOF
in open-shell calculations. For a set of 10 diatomic open-shell molecules, we have presented
total energy, dipole moment, vertical ionization potential, vertical electron a¢ nity and hard-
ness calculations, to assess the capabilities of the PNOF. To our knowledge, this is the rst
report of the above mentioned properties via NOFT for these systems.
The energy of the high-spin restricted open-shell systems was reasonably well approx-
imated by the hypothesis that paired electrons with opposite spins populate all available
spatial states (closed shells) with fractional occupations 2np, except some states (open shells)
which are populated with np = 1. This way of formulating the PNOF guarantees that the
considering molecular states will posses the physically correct spin symmetry if all unpaired
spins are parallel. Unfortunately, this leads to an underestimation of the correlation energy.
Nevertheless, we observed that the overall trends with the introduction of the electronic
correlation by PNOF using this open-shell approach are satisfactory.
The functional yields molecular properties as well as those obtained by standard ab initio
technique, namely CCSD(T) in case of total energies and dipole moments. Referring to
vertical electron a¢ nity and hardness results, the PNOF performs better than CCSD(T),
whereas in case of vertical ionization potentials, CCSD(T) performs better than PNOF. The
reliability of PNOF in the prediction of the studied properties has been illustrated. Work is
underway on the development of a more exact approach for open-shell NOF predictions.
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TABLE I. Total energies (Etotal) in Hartrees.
Molecule Syma Spin b HFc CCSD(T)d PNOFe
BeH
P
1
2
-15.148997 -15.185330 -15.172252
BO
P
1
2
-99.520418 -99.772396 -99.715739
CH2 B1 1 -38.919309 -39.037939 -38.981051
MgH
P
1
2
-200.135519 -200.169572 -200.163233
NH
P
1 -54.957745 -55.091649 -55.017865
NH2 B1 12 -55.563738 -55.735642 -55.680945
OH  1
2
-75.388827 -75.555805 -75.501346
PH
P
1 -341.261007 -341.364386 -341.332204
SH  1
2
-398.064176 -398.195038 -398.192977
SiH3 A1 12 -290.608418 -290.721791 -290.720738
a Sym: Symmetry of the neutral species.
b Spin: Total spin of the molecule.
c Hartree-Fock total energies.
d CCSD(T) total energies.
e Piris Natural Orbital Functional total energies computed in this work.
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TABLE II. Dipole Moments () in Debyes.
Molecule HFa CCSD(T)b PNOFc Expd
BeH 0.318 0.199 0.255 -
BO 3.093 2.301 2.697 -
CH2 0.541 0.573 0.511 -
MgH 1.523 1.238 1.332 -
NH 1.780 1.693 1.679 1.389e
NH2 2.202 2.124 2.080 -
OH 1.937 1.845 1.824 1.660
PH 0.669 0.570 0.590 -
SH 1.092 1.001 0.945 0.758
SiH3 0.208 0.138 0.196 -
a Hartree-Fock dipole moments.
b CCSD(T) dipole moments.
c Piris Natural Orbital Functional dipole moments computed in this work.
d Experimental dipole moments from Ref. [55].
e Experimental dipole moment for NH from Ref. [57].
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TABLE III. Vertical Ionization Potential in eV.
Molecule SN a SC b SymC c SCFd CCSD(T)e PNOFf Expg Exph
BeH 1
2
0
P
8.136 8.217 8.00 - 8.21(0.01)
BO 1
2
0
P
13.336 12.863 12.495 - 13.3 (0.5)
CH2 1 12 A1 9.556 10.025 9.323 - 10.396 (0.003)
MgH 1
2
0
P
6.830 6.841 6.598 - -
NH 1 1
2
 12.802 13.245 12.253 13.49 (0.01) 13.1 (0.2)
NH2 12 1 B1 10.463 11.628 11.968 12.00 (0.05) 10.78 (0.05)
OH 1
2
1
P
11.499 12.648 13.047 13.017 (0.001) 13.017 (0.001)
PH 1 1
2
 9.474 9.798 8.921 - 10.149 (0.008)
SH 1
2
1
P
9.234 9.701 10.777 - 10.422 (0.001)
SiH3 12 0 A1 8.414 8.614 7.859 8.74 (0.01) 8.135 (0.005)
a SN: Total spin of neutral molecule.
b SC: Total spin of cation.
c SymC: Symmetry of the cation.
d SCF= EHF(M+)  EHF(M0):
e CCSD(T)= ECCSD(T)(M+)  ECCSD(T)(M0):
f PNOF= EPNOF(M+)  EPNOF(M0):
g Experimental vertical ionization potentials from Ref. [55]. The uncertainty is shown in
parentheses.
h Experimental adiabatic ionization potentials from Ref. [55]. The uncertainty is shown
in parentheses.
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TABLE IV. Vertical Electron A¢ nity in eV.
Molecule SN a SA a SymA c SCFd CCSD(T)e PNOFf Expg
BeH 1
2
0
P
-0.572 0.250 0.281 0.7 (0.1)
BO 1
2
0
P
1.496 2.167 3.134 2.832 (0.091)
CH2 1 12 A1 -3.577 -2.028 -0.091 0.652 (0.006)
MgH 1
2
0
P
-0.057 0.612 0.976 1.05 (0.06)
NH 1 1
2
 -1.439 -0.219 0.113 0.370 (0.004)
NH2 12 0 A1 -0.990 0.233 0.842 0.771 (0.005)
OH 1
2
0
P
-0.147 1.360 1.830 1.828 (0.001)
PH 1 1
2
 -0.124 0.359 1.291 1.00 (0.06)
SH 1
2
0
P
1.246 1.774 2.761 2.314 (0.003)
SiH3 12 0 A1 -0.542 0.015 1.371 1.406 (0.014)
a SN: Total spin of neutral molecule.
b SA: Total spin of anion.
c SymA: Symmetry of the anion.
d SCF= EHF(M0)  EHF(M ):
e CCSD(T)= ECCSD(T)(M0)  ECCSD(T)(M ):
f PNOF= EPNOF(M0)  EPNOF(M ):
g Experimental adiabatic electron a¢ nities from Ref. [55]. The uncertainty is shown in
parentheses.
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TABLE V. Calculated and experimental values of hardness.
Molecule HFa CCSD(T)b PNOFc Expd
NH 7.120 6.732 6.070 6.4 (0.2)
OH 5.823 5.644 5.608 5.594 (0.001)
BO 5.920 5.348 4.680 5.2 (0.5)
NH2 5.726 5.697 5.563 5.00 (0.05)
CH2 6.566 6.026 4.707 4.872 (0.006)
PH 4.799 4.719 3.815 4.57 (0.06)
SH 3.994 3.963 4.008 4.054 (0.003)
BeH 4.354 3.983 3.859 3.8 (0.1)
SiH3 4.478 4.299 3.244 3.364 (0.014)
MgH 3.443 3.114 2.811 -
a Hartree-Fock hardness.
b CCSD(T) hardness.
c Piris Natural Orbital Functional hardness computed in this work.
d Experimental adiabatic hardness obtained from IPs and EAs given in Ref. [55]. The
uncertainty is shown in parentheses.
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